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IO1 Guidelines to
sustainability
Encouraging Youth generation to take action

The first activity of the project is the IO1
Guidelines for sustainability published on
the project’s website
https://sustrainy.erasmus.site
Each partner has developed three topics
based on the three pillars of sustainability:
economy, social and environment.
Economy, which is the science that
focuses on solving needs and generating
and managing wealth.
Environment, which encompasses all
living and non-living beings that interact
naturally.
Social, which is about the relationship
built between individuals of a society.

About the project
The “Sustainable Action Training for Youth”
(SUSTRAINY) project co-funded by the
Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union
project started on February 1st 2020, and it will
run until the end of January 2022. Partners of
the project are: E-Juniors Association (France),
Matera Hub (Italy), Markeut Skills (Spain),
Danmar Computers (Poland), InnoHub Valencia
(Spain). SUSTRAINY aims at fostering the
sustainable initiatives undertaken by youth,
providing them with comprehensive tools
which will help them in the implementation of
sustainable projects.

This project has been funded with support from the European Commission. This communication
reflects the views only of the author, and the Commission cannot be held responsible for any use
which may be made of the information contained therein.
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Project Goals
Sustainable development is a result of the
combination of these three essential
elements in order to “meet the needs of
the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their
own needs.”
The main goal of the SUSTRAINY guidelines
is to create awareness and inform young
generations about sustainability issues and
support them in starting and managing
their companies applying good practices,
tips and recommendations compatible
with sustainable business.

Project Partners:

Contacts
The SUSTRAINY Guidelines are currently
being reviewed by ten volunteers (young
entrepreneurs) from the participant
countries (France, Italy, Poland and Spain).
Of wish to contribute to this revision
process don’t hesitate to contact us:
Website https://sustrainy.erasmus.site
Facebook page
https://www.facebook.com/sustrainy/
mail: info@materahub.com
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